LESS DRAG =
BETTER MILEAGE | REDUCED BRAKE NOISE | ENHANCED PAD LIFE

The Drag Reduction Technology is NUCAP’s latest solution to improve brake performance. The specially designed clips keep the pads away from the rotor when you are not applying the brakes, eliminating unnecessary drag. Now you can increase gas mileage, reduce noise and enhance pad life. In other words, it is good for the environment and for your pocket.
Brake drag is a common area of concern for vehicle OEM’s and race team engineers that focus on maximizing fuel economy and maximizing horsepower delivered to the wheel.

The NUCAP DRT is an innovative solution to reduce the undesirable brake drag as an aftermarket upgrade to OE brake designs (where applicable).

Drag Reduction Technology is an affordable and easy to install product, designed to improve your vehicle’s drivability, wear and efficiency.

**TEST DATA**

2000 Impala Front Brake Drag Test Results

![Graph showing test data]

Initial 10 Sec of the 120 Sec Drag (N*m)

70.9% Average Drag Reduction with DRT Attached

For more information please visit [www.nucap.com](http://www.nucap.com)